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PARAMETRIC SOLUTIONS
 Given a Initial/Boundary Value Problem:
 Typically: solution computed at any coordinate
We now that: cost ∝ dimension
 data: 
1. material parameters      ,
2. external loads    ,
3. geometry
3
[Chinesta et al., “PGD-Based 
Computational Vademecum for Efficient 
Design, Optimization and Control”, Arch. 
Comput. Mech. Eng.  2013]
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THE COMPUTATIONAL VADEMECUM !
 Use “pre-cooked” solution (database), a “handbook": 
vademecum
4
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THE COMPUTATIONAL VADEMECUM !
 Use “pre-cooked” solution (database), a “handbook": 
vademecum
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PARAMETRIC SOLUTIONS: 2 simple ideas
 Given a Initial/Boundary Value Problem:
1. New set of coordinates:
2.Assume separation of variables:
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Off-line and On-line phases 
 In order to approximate 
There are two phases:
1. Expensive (aka: OFFLINE)
Compute for                         every function
How many terms (modes)? (how big is n? stop?)
How can we do it? (expensive? linear/nonlinear?)
do we converge? how fast?…
2. Very very fast and cheap (aka: ONLINE)
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Two key observations:
1.No modification of 
mathematical/physical model !
2.Online phase does not require 
to solve another problem
8
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The problem: harbor agitation
Experimental measure of , large M.
Computational 
domain
Selection of the test cases
, small m.
GOAL: compute the wave 
height in an area of 
interest for all test cases.
Simple wave propagation model (no reflections, 
simple geometry, deep water).








3. wave direction 
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The problem to solve: Barcelona Harbor
 Domain: 12 km
 Geometric features: 10 m or less
 At entrance: wavelength 130 m (∼100 
waves/domain)
 Short waves inside: 10-50 m
 Can go above 15 million of complex unknowns
10
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The engineering problems aimed:
 Multiple-query situations:
• Harbor design: optimize geometry, slopes, 
materials, …
• Operations exploitation: number of days with 




• Determine in real-time working conditions in areas 
of interest from simulation-based predictions or 




3. wave direction 
simplest data :
(design variables)
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Difficulties of the direct problem:
 Helmholtz operator: non-hermitian bilinear form, loss 
of ellipticity, dispersion/pollution errors, large number 
of equations, complex unknowns… 
(100 waves/domain) 
 Non-constant coefficients
 Small geometrical features in large domain
(ratio 1/1000) are influential (for scattering) 
 Unbounded domain, artificial boundary conditions:
 Non-reflection of outgoing waves
 Realistic geometry and depth
 Not need for high precision but short waves are of 
interest.
12
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Barcelona harbor
 Amplification factor for 
incident wave angle from 
180º to 270º.
 Complex geometry which 
induces many reflections.
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RED=1.3 x Incident wave-height
RED=0.5 x Incident wave-height
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Barcelona harbor
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Barcelona harborPGD error for particular cases
Shorter wave case Mid wave case Large wave case
Inlet channel of the harbor Inner part of the harbor Reflective area of the harbor
All errors under engineering tolerance
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Example: Mataro harbor
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RED=0.7 x Incident wave-height
10º Incident wave
with period from 6 to 12 s.
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Real period range (low-mid freq)
Ndof (x,y):    40737 (P8)
Ndof k:         100
Ndof θ:         100
Ndof (x,y,k,θ): 407 106
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 Use an a priori model reduction technique:
1. offline stage: a general/static/expensive solution is computed, 
and 
2. online phase: a real-time response is obtained on deployed 
platforms such as smartphones or tablets
18
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PGD reduced basis: evaluation ONLINE
 Real-time simulation for any incident wave period in the 
Mataró harbor. Running on a Motorola Xoom tablet.
(wave height) OUTPUT OF THE 
MODEL
19
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Two recent examples:
 Geometry can be parameterized for fast (viz. 
real-time) or multiple-queries (viz. optimization)!
[Ammar et al. “Parametric solutions involving geometry: a 
step towards efficient shape optimization”, CMAME 268 2014]
 Real-time evaluation of temperature in 
manufacturing!
[Aguado et al. “Real-time monitoring of thermal processes by 
reduced order modeling”, submitted]
20
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 Laplace equation with parameterized boundary
21
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GOAL:
For each set of parameters determine the solution
(fast, precise and robust)
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Optimization
 A shape optimization scheme minimizes a “cost” function 
which depends on the solution          and parameters
 Iterative procedure that requires for each set of trial 
parameters to solve the BVP
 To iterate need good sensitivities
23
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Multi-objective Optimization 
 Minimize volume (easy) and maximize heat flux (solve BVP)








Inverse of heat flux on top surface
solve the problem 104 times!
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Central European Basin - NW Germany
 Seismic section (Mohr et al. Int J Earth Sci, 2005)
26
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Central European Basin - NW Germany
 Interpretation of 
the seismic data
Mohr et al. 2005
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Some contacts  
are well 
defined
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Central European Basin - NW Germany
 Interpretation of 
the seismic data
Mohr et al. 2005
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other are quite 
fuzzy
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Temperature in a geological cross section
29
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Sensitivity map for 
diffusivity measures on 
well #2 to Ω6
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Two recent examples:
 Geometry can be parameterized for fast (viz. 
real-time) or multiple-queries (viz. optimization)!
[Ammar et al. “Parametric solutions involving geometry: a 
step towards efficient shape optimization”, CMAME 268 2014]
 Real-time evaluation of temperature in 
manufacturing!
[Aguado et al. “Real-time monitoring of thermal processes by 
reduced order modeling”, submitted]
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Composite manufacturing for planes
35
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 Expression for temperature
where:  
 Must solve for
with 
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Signature  example
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Summary and conlusions
 Reduced order models can be incorporated in today’s
simulation-based engineering activities for
 Engineering design
 Optimization, control or reverse engineering
 Real-time monitoring and decision making
 No need for oversimplified models mathematical or physical.
 Online phase can be real-time in “mobile” devices
 Each generalized solution requires offline high-fidelity (robust 
and precise) and high-performance (efficient and fast) 
computations
see references in www.lacan.upc.edu
